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The HARTING Technology Group, an electronic connector provider for cable assemblies, is using new
platforms to deliver more efficient applications.
They have used their standard Ethernet system to set up a convergent communications platform for all business
applications, and are looking to extend this platform.
At the Hannover Messe 2011, HARTING will present their intelligent data stream management with their smart Power
Networks, and bi-directional real-world communication via key RFID technology.
“HARTING is taking Automation IT to the next levels,” said Philip Harting, HARTING senior vice president, connectivity
and networks.
“Data networks, which we have successfully introduced as Automation IT Communication, will be developed into an
intelligent data and power infrastructure.”

The Hannover Messe
The Hannover Messe is an important technology event for electronic manufacturers to showcase their inventions. The
event has been running for 60 years.
This year’s motto is ‘smart efficiency’ – indicating those who are on show are urged to show their products which are
eco-friendly and energy efficient.
HARTING will present its Automation IT solution, which embodies the concept of more efficient processes that can be
achieved through the consistent implementation of Smart Network Infrastructures.

HARTING Suppliers UK
Hunter Cable Assembly has 30 years experience in providing a variety of cable assembly requirements for customers.
Whether the requirements include a full system build, or just a small change, they provide quality services for any
connector and cable application.
Their specialities are used typically in fields such as telecommunications, industrial, Scientific, instrumentation, Traffic
Management, Security, Military, Process control and Datacomms.
They are also able to assemble new innovative products that come onto the market, such as the new energy efficient
applications HARTING is producing. They supply connectors from HARTING and other well thought of electronic
manufacturers.
Visit www.hcal.co.uk for more information and to discuss your requirements in more detail.
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